Celebrating
Brian May
In Settle

Brian May, world famous guitarist and
astrophysicist, is also a recognised
expert in the study of stereoscopy,
or stereo photography, which was
developed and popularised in the 1850s.
We have been fortunate to exhibit his
work at the Gallery on the Green twice.

A Village Lost And Found
A Village Lost and Found, shown in
Autumn 2010, was based on 30 years of
research with Elena Vidal, a photographic
historian. Their research into the
stereoscopic work of the celebrated
Victorian photographer TR Williams
gained wide acclaim with the publication
of their book by the same name in 2009.
We are pleased to have on show here
at The Folly a stereoscope viewer
designed by Brian May to accompany
the book A Village Lost and Found.
Visitors are invited to use it to sample
these unique photographs.

Rock Star Opens
Settle Exhibition
Brian May’s second contribution to
Gallery on the Green was in November
and December 2014. This was again
a remarkable collection: Diableries –
Stereoscopic Adventures In Hell by
Brian May and internationally recognised
historians Denis Pellerin and Paula
Fleming. Denis Pellerin is a photohistorian, teacher and author of many
books and articles on the subject of
19th-century stereo photography with
a particular interest in the Diableries.
Paula Richardson Fleming is the retired
Photo Archivist of the Smithsonian
Institution National Anthropological
Archives, and a Fellow and former
member of the Board of Directors of
the National Stereoscopic Association.
Stereoscopes had become popular
in France and in the 1860s a series
of visionary dioramas depicting
life in a strange parallel universe
called ENFER (HELL) was produced
to great public excitement.
However, in November 2014 the citizens
of Settle were even more excited on
seeing their favourite rock star in person.
The masses thronged to get
signatures and photos and despite
the seasonal cold and wet weather
they were not disappointed.

TR Williams was a professional photographer and one
of the pioneers of stereoscopy in the 1850s. Gallery on
the Green was proud to show some of this outstanding
collection of historic stereo photographs taken by TR
Williams, as he recorded the fast disappearing life of
an Oxfordshire village more than 150 years ago.

